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Seismological Research Letters (SRL) is a journal containing articles and items
of broad appeal on topics in seismology and earthquake engineering. Articles
submit-ted to SRL should be informational in nature and should be of current
interest to a cross-section of SSA membership. Articles expressing some particular view about seismology or seismological research also will be accepted. Articles
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On the Cover
Screen images for Chinese nuclear explosion tests at Lop Nor illustrate examples
of the upgrades recently posted to the Nuclear Explosion Database (NEDB) Web
site, which provides access to source parameter data and associated waveforms
for worldwide nuclear explosions. The NEDB includes source-parameter data for
some 2,153 announced or presumed nuclear explosions (1,627 underground, 518
atmospheric, eight underwater) conducted by eight countries in more than 43 distinct geographic regions. For more information about the site and how it’s being
used, see page 12.
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